FIREQUIP HYDRO FLOW LDH SUPPLY LINE
GENERAL
Fire hose is one of the most important tools used by the fire department. As such, the following specification
must be strictly adhered to unless the proposed specification exceeds specification listed. Only the fire
department can determine if a proposed product meets and exceeds these specifications.

1.

HOSE CONSTRUCTION
Hose meeting specification shall be made from 100% high tenacity synthetic yarn, circularly woven and
completely protected and locked-in by a tough, highly resistant synthetic, extruded-through-the-weave
nitrile rubber, forming a unitized construction without use of glues or adhesives of any type. Hose meets
all requirements of NFPA 1961.

2.

LINING PROPERTIES
Ultimate Tensile Strength of the lining and cover shall not be less than 1750 PSI. Ultimate Elongation
shall be 500 percent minimum. Accelerated Aging Test consists of the tensile strength and ultimate
elongation of the vulcanized rubber compound which has been subjected to the action of oxygen at a
pressure of 300 PSI and a temperature of 158 degrees for a period of 96 hours while retaining 60 percent
of its originally stated properties.

3.

ABRASION RESISTANCE
Hose shall withstand 30,000 cycles on the Taber Abrasion Machine (H-22 Wheel: 1 kg). Firequip Inc. will
provide written warranties that the Hydro Flow LDH-PF Supply Line meets a minimum of 30,000 cycles.
Other abrasion test results (DIN, UL, etc.) can be supplied on request.

4.

COLD RESISTANCE
Hose shall have a capability of use down to -35 degrees F. Hose shall have no apparent damage to
cover, reinforcement or lining when subjected to the following cold bending test. A 50 ft. length of dry
hose is to firmly coiled and placed in a cold box at -35 degrees F for duration of 24 hours. Immediately
after removal of the hose from the box, hose should be uncoiled and laid out by the operator. Following
this procedure, the hose shall not leak nor show any damage to the reinforcement when subjected to the
hydrostatic acceptance test pressures.

5.

HEAT RESISTANCE
When subjected to a static pressure of 100 PSI, hose shall be capable of withstanding a surface
temperature of 1200 degrees F for minimum of two minutes without rupture or damage to the synthetic
reinforcement.

OZONE RESISTANCE

6.

Hose shall show no visible signs of cracking to the lining or cover when tested in accordance to ASTM
D518 Procedure B, 100pphm at 118 degrees F for 70 hours.

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE:

7.

Exposure to sea water and contamination by most chemical substances, hydrocarbons, oils, alkalis,
acids, and greases must have no effect on the short or long term performance of the hose. A chemical
resistance chart is available and Firequip Inc. will provide specific chemical resistance data on request for
unique applications.

COLOR

8.

Color shall be of HIGH VISIBILITY Yellow, Red or Orange. Other colors are available upon request.

9.

COUPLINGS
The Storz couplings, including collars, shall be manufactured in the USA from extruded 6061-T6
billet aluminum. Cast or forged aluminum Storz couplings are weaker and unacceptable.

10.

PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
10.1
Hydrostatic Pressure Test: The hose shall comply with the National Fire Protection
Association Standard: NFPA 1961 2007 Edition.
10.2
Low Friction Loss: The ultra-smooth lining and resilient expansion qualities provide
maximum flow with minimum fiction loss.
10.3
Ease of Handling: Unique construction provides a very flexible, kink resistant,
maneuverable hose which packs tightly in hose bed.

11.

QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
11.1
Inspection: Purchasing Agent shall reserve the right to visit the manufacturing plant
during each phase of the production operations. Hose construction, lining and cover
properties, safety factors and performance characteristics will all be taken into
consideration, insuring that the hose to be supplied is made exactly to these
specifications.
11.2
Quality Standard: Hose is designed and tested to meet NFPA 1961 (2007 edition)
Standards on Fire Hose. The manufacturer shall be ISO 2001:2015 quality certified.
The fire hose furnished under the terms of this proposal has a potential service life of
ten years, barring mistreatment or accidental damage that would render the hose unfit
for service.``
11.3
Stenciling: Custom stenciling is offered for department identification and sequential
numerical coding in 3 inch letters and numbers.
11.4
Acceptance Testing Video:
Upon request, video recording will be provided on DVD of
manufacturing proof pressure testing to serve as department acceptance testing.

12.

WARRANTY:
The manufacturer warrants the hose to be free from defects in materials and
workmanship for a period of ten years. This warranty shall provide for the repair or
replacement of hose and couplings proven to have failed due to faulty material or workmanship.

FIREQUIP HYDRO FLOW LARGE DIAMETER HOSE (LDH) PERFORMANCE AND WEIGHT CHART
HOSE SIZE
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PRESSURE (psi)

SERVICE TEST
PRESSURE (psi)
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PRESSURE (psi)

COUPLING BOWL
SIZE (in.)
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100 FOOT
UNCOUPLED (lbs.)

4”

500

250

750

4- 5/16”

78

5”

450

225

675

5-5/16”

111

6”

300

150

500

6-3/8”

116

